Weasel to head Institute

(Continued from page 1)

In a surprise move, he announced the assignment of Vice President without Portfolio Kenneth Waddley to head the Student Pacification Program. "Waddley’s strong head under pressure and his ability as a conciliator and speaker during demonstrations make him a natural to help manage any crisis we might face," Waddley will also be given an attractive leatherette portfolio containing 400,000 shares of GM stock to help fund his newly created security force.

Weasel said he will increase negotiations between MIT and the Department of Defense. "After all," said Waddley, "that’s where most of us have our greatest expertise.

In a major shift of policy, the new president announced the retention of the Draper Labs by MIT and the acquisition by a stock split of the Atomic Energy Commission . . . so that we can continue ripping off the government.

City nars burt Institute

By Bertin Abrams

Cambridge police raided Burton House at dawn yesterday, seeking a $2.5 million cache of drugs and the membership list. a drug den that to be the city’s largest dope ring.

There were several arrests. Three drug dealers were removed to police headquarters for testing. The prosecution squad descended upon the unsuspecting dormitory, currently undergoing interior changes, in helicopters shrouded in secrecy and equipped with MTV radar to spot any possible opposition to the daring raid. None was reported.

Participants in the mission reported no gunfire to speak of. Cannibles were light. One police officer sustained a punctured wound on the foot, which was removed at Cambridge City Hospital. Following treatment the man was overheard. Another raid was hit by a rat and reportedly contracted veneral diseases. He has been transferred to the vice squad.

The police had apparently nabbed a few MIT students allegedly forming the nucleus of the Brook’s largest LSD and molluscine synthesis ring. The police and president have been transferred to the vice squad.

President of the Juche Collective was immediately served with an order to shut down the operation and evacuate the building. The intelligence was excellent," said Cambridge City Manager James Cockerin, describing the planning of the operation. "Why the students weren’t there is something we still have to establish."

At a press conference yesterday afternoon at Cambridge City Hall, Cockerin noted that the raid moved their seat of operations from Burton to an unidentified location in Brighton. Boston Police have been notified, he said.

At the press conference, Manager Cockerin said that the Johnson Team would be the new agency’s new headquarters. Saying that "Only a man with Detective O’Neill’s perspicacity and insight could have conceived and executed a mission like this," he announced to newsmen O’Neill’s new assignment: counter insurgency patrol at the Tech Coop.
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Pride only injury in Stud Center collapse
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